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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, a framework is proposed for conjugate gradient and conjugate direction 
algorithms based on an indefinite quadratic form. By the choice of the Hessian G of this form and of 
another arbitrary matrix K, no fewer than nineteen distinct cg algorithms may be succinctly defined. 
Four of these are believed to be new. The choice of certain other vectors leads either to a two-term 
or a three-term recurrence formula and it is shown that to every two-term formula there corresponds 
a three-term formula, although the converse is not generally true. The two matrices G and K also 
determine the stability characteristics of the two-term methods. 
ieywords - -Con jugate  gradients, Biconjugate gradients, Biconjugate residuals, Linear systems, 
Lanczos methods, Hegedus methods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most useful methods for solving the system of l inear equations 
Ax  -- b, (1) 
where A is an n th order real nonsingular large sparse matr ix  and b is a real vector is the method 
of conjugate gradients or one of its many derivatives. The original method,  due to Hestenes 
and Stiefel [1], applies only in the case where A is symmetr ic  and posit ive definite but  many 
var iat ions have been proposed to deed not only with symmetr ic  indefinite matr ices but  with 
nonsymmetr ic  matr ices as well. In recent years, these variat ions have prol i ferated to the extent 
that  it is now quite difficult to obta in a comprehensive view of the methods available, and this 
diff iculty has been compounded by the tendency to use different techniques when deriving new 
algor i thms. Review papers like that  by Freund et al. [2] have helped to some extent but  have 
not addressed the central problem of providing a unified framework for all general ised conjugate 
gradient  methods.  This has been tackled by, among others, Dennis and Turner [3], who based 
their  analysis on the minimisat ion of a posit ive definite quadrat ic  functional whose gradient  is 
re lated to the equations requir ing solution, and Joly [4]. Since, though, these authors consider 
only a lgor i thms that  minimise the functional in one direction at each step their  analyses cannot 
be appl ied without  modif icat ion to some of the methods,  e.g., QMR [5] and the methods  of 
Hegedus [6,7], that  have appeared since the publ icat ion of their papers.  In order to include these 
in any taxonomy, it is necessary to consider finding the stat ionary  value of a quadrat ic  functional 
over at least a two-dimensional  manifold at each step, and our taxonomy extends the ideas of 
Dennis and Turner  in this part icular  direction. 
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More recently a somewhat more ambitious attempt at a taxonomy has been proposed by Ashby 
et al. [8]. In their paper, each algorithm is defined by three matrices; the coefficient matrix A,  
a Hermitian positive definite matrix B (the inner-product matrix), and a further matrix C (the 
preconditioning matrix). Their paper leans heavily on the work of Faber and Manteuffel [9] who, 
for real M, define M to be B-normal(s) if B is Hermitian positive definite and 
MTB = Bp(M), (2) 
where s is the least degree of the matrix polynomial p(M) for which equation (2) can be satisfied. 
They showed that, for a preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm based on a three-term 
recurrence formula, where A denotes the matrix of coefficients and C denotes the preconditioning 
matrix, if the matrix product CA is B-normal(I) then finite termination occurs. Ashby et al. 
exploit hese ideas by showing that many existing, and some new algorithms may be obtained by 
the appropriate choice of A, B, and C since for these algorithms the above B-normality condition 
is automatically satisfied. See also [10,11] for a similar approach, or [12] for a brief reference to 
Voyevodin's work. However algorithms like QMR and the method of biconjugate gradients are 
excluded from their taxonomy for the same reasons that they are excluded from the review of 
Dennis and Turner. 
In the present paper, the underlying structure for unifying conjugate gradient and direction 
methods i taken to be the indefinite quadratic function with Hessian G together with a further 
matrix which we call K, and appropriate choices of these two constant matrices define a partic- 
ular cg or cd method. The matrix (~ is generally the same as the matrix B of Ashby et al. with 
the exception that it is not required to be positive definite. The matrices K and G are related 
to the matrices A and C of Ashby et al. (for the methods common to both papers) by 
CA = KG (3) 
so the requirement that CA be B-normal(I) becomes, in our notation, that KG be B-normal(I). 
Substituting KG for M and (~ for B in equation (2) gives the condition for B-normality to be 
GKTG = Gp(KG), (4) 
where p(KG) must now be a linear matrix polynomial in KG. Clearly a sufficient condition for 
this to obtain is that K is symmetric, since in this case we can simply take p(KG) to be KG. The 
symmetry of K is the condition imposed by Broyden [13] and is imposed again here. Although 
it is stronger than B-normality, it is still sufficiently general to enable all the standard methods 
to be included in the present axonomy. Another feature of this choice of matrices is that, for 
the conventional two-term conjugate gradient methods (see below), the two types of numerical 
instability suffered by these methods may be associated with indefiniteness of one or other of 
these two matrices. The stability properties of any such method may thus be determined at a 
glance once K and G are known. 
The matrices K and (~ do not define a particular conjugate gradient method completely. 
Certain vectors (the generators) which change at each step are also needed and these may be 
chosen in one of two ways. One choice leads to a two-term (Hestenes-Stiefel) recurrence formula 
while the other leads to a three-term (Lanczos) one. Few results are proved, reference being made 
to the appropriate sources, and although most algorithms described are well known, four appear 
to be new. Only the simplest (vector) forms of the methods are described; the block versions, 
including the various "look-ahead" versions, having been dealt with elsewhere [13]. 
Define therefore a quadratic function by 
¢(x) ---- l xTGx-  xTh, (5) 
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where G is a symmetric but not necessarily definite n th order matrix and h an n th order vector, 
let Xl be an initial value of x and let Si be either a constant n x i or a constant n x 2i matrix. 
Then if Xi+l denotes the value of x for which ¢(x) is stationary, where x is constrained to satisfy 
x - xi + Siz, (6) 
and where z c R i or z e R 2~ is a vector of independent variables, it is well known (see e.g., [14]) 
that 
x ÷i = x l  - (STGS0 -1S :g i ,  (T) 
where gl denotes the gradient of ¢ evaluated at Xl. Moreover, if 
si:[P , P2, . . . ,  (s) 
where P j ,  1 < j < i, are constant submatrices having either one or two columns such that the 
matrices Cj = P~ GP j  are nonsingular and 
P~-GPk = 0, j ~= k, 1 < j, k _< i. (9) 
xi+l may also be expressed as 
Xi+l = x / -  Vi (P :GP , )  -I V:g,, (I0) 
where 
gi = Gxi - h. (11) 
Multiplying equation (7) by G and subtracting h from bothsides then yields 
gi+l = Qigl, (12) 
where 
q~ = I - GS~ (S~GS,) -~ S:, (13) 
Now in order to compute xi+2, it is necessary first to obtain Pi+1, and it is readily verified 
that if 
Pi+I = Q:Wi+I ,  (14) 
then equation (9) holds with i replaced by i + 1 for any arbitrary matrix W~+I. Though Q~ is far 
too large and dense to be used as it stands, the arbitrary nature of W~+l can be used to simplify 
equation (14), two choices of Wi+l being particularly valuable. 
We consider first the case where G has no particular block structure and where the matrices P j  
are assumed to be vectors, pj say, so that the corresponding generators W# are also vectors, wj. 
We show that if 
wj = Kgj ,  (15) 
where K is an arbitrary symmetric matrix, then equation (14) reduces to 
pi+l = Kgi+l - p~ai, (16) 
where ~i is some constant. This is the method Orthomin of Ashby et al. [8]. 
We first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let x~+l be the stationary point of ¢(x) over the manifold defined by equation (6), 
gi+l denote the corresponding gradient ore(x)  and let the vectors w j, 1 <_ j <_ i be the generators 
of Si. Then w~-g~+l = O, 1 <_ j _< i. 
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PROOF. From equation (12), wfgi+1 = w~Qigl.  But from equations (13) and (9), Qj - IQi  --- 
Qi, 0 < j - I < i, so that wyg~+1 = w~-Qj-iQ~gl. Hence, from equation (14), w~-g~+l --- 
p~-Q~gl and the result follows from equation (8) since, from equation (13), S~Qi = o. | 
COROLLARY. If wj  = Kgj,  1 <_ j <_ i, then gfKgk  = 0, j ~ k, 1 < j , k  <_ i + 1. | 
We now show that with the above choice of generators, if K is definite, 
p fGKg i+ l  = 0, 1 _< j _< i - 1. (17) 
Substituting j for i in equation (10), remembering that P j  is now a vector (hence denoted by pj), 
multiplying by KG and subtracting Kh  from both sides then yields, from equation (11), 
Kgj+l = Kgj - KGpjT j ,  (18) 
T "pT G where 7j pj g j /  j pj Premultiplying this equation by 7 = • gi+l gives, from the Corollary to 
Lemma 1, 7jp~GKg~+I = 0, 1 __ j < i - 1. Now premultiplying equation (18) by g~+l indicates, 
from the same corollary, that if gs+l ¢ 0 and K is definite, then 7j ¢ 0, establishing equa- 
tion (17). 
Now from equations (13) and (14), we obtain 
Pi+l = Kgi+l - Si (S TGSi) -1 SiT GKgi+I,  (19) 
but from equation (17), only the last element of S~GKgi+I  is nonzero, and equation (16) follows 
from this and the diagonality of S~GSi.  
The constant c~i in equation (16) is chosen so that .-7 Pi Gpi+l = 0, a choice that is always 
possible if p [Gp i  # 0. This condition is satisfied for pi non-null if G is positive definite, and 
algorithms for which G has this property we call b-stable. It was shown in [13] that if K is 
definite, another kind of numerical instability may be avoided, an instability where successive 
steps become very small and the algorithm "dies." This result is a generalisation of that proved 
by Dennis and Turner [3] for the preconditioned conjugate method. See also [10,11]. Algorithms 
for which K is definite we shall, after [15], refer to as w-stable. Thus, the two kinds of instability 
suffered by conjugate gradient algorithms are associated with a lack of definiteness of G and K, 
respectively. 
The second way of choosing wj is by 
w~ = KGpj_ I  (20) 
with pl chosen arbitrarily and P0 taken to be null. We show that with this choice of generators 
equation (14) reduces to 
Pi+l = KGp~ - pic~ - P i - I~ / -1 ,  (21) 
where ai and/3i_1 are chosen so that 
P/_ 1Gpi+l T = p~ Gp~+I = 0. (22) 
LEMMA 2. Let the vectors pj be computed from the the generators ws by equations (14) and (13), 
l< j _< i .  Then 
w~'Gpi  = 0, 1 < j < i - 1. (23) 
PROOF. Since, from equation (8) and the conjugate properties of the vectors pj, SyGp,  = 0, 
1 _< j < i - 1, we have, from equation (13), since Q0 = I by definition, Gpi = Q j - IGP i ,  
1 _< j _< i - 1. Hence, wTGp~ = w~-Qj_IGp~ so that, from equation (14) and conjugacy, 
w~'Gp~ = p~Gp~ = 0, 1 _< j < i -  1. | 
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COROLLARY. /~ the generators wj  axe chosen according to equation (20), then 
pTGKGp~ = 0, 0 <_ j _< i - 2. (24) | 
With the above choice of generators, equation (14) becomes 
P~+I = KGpi  - Si (S~GSi) -1S~GKGp~. (25) 
Since from equation (24), only the last two elements of S~GKGpi  are nonzero, equation (21) 
follows immediately from the diagonality of S~GS~. 
We note the following points: 
(1) The initial vector pl is arbitrary. If it is chosen to be gl, then this algorithm is the 
algorithm Orthodir of Ashby et al. [8]. 
(2) If pl = Kgl ,  the sequence of vectors {xi} obtained by using equation (20) is identical to 
that obtained by using equation (16), and the stability conditions are similar. However, 
in general, the analysis of stability is more difficult for the three-term formula since it 
depends on the choice of the initial vector Pl- 
(3) Since Pl is arbitrary, it can be chosen to be a matrix Pz having an arbitrary number of 
columns and leading to the block methods described by Broyden [13]. 
(4) For the two-term methods the operations of computing the conjugate vectors pj and of 
finding the stationary value of ¢(x) are inextricably linked whereas for the three-term 
methods the generation of the conjugate vectors is a completely separate operation and 
may be undertaken without reference to ¢(x). This is particularly important for those 
methods (6),(16),(17),(19) for which ¢(x) is not levelled over the original manifold defined 
by Si. 
We finally note that equation (21) may be generalised. If we take the first s generators wj, 
1 <_ j _< s, to be linearly independent but otherwise arbitrary and set wj = KGp j - s  for j > s, 
a similar argument used to establish equation (21) yields 
j=i--1 




P i= YI ( I -p j /3 jpyG)  KGpi_s,  s+ l< i<n,  (27) 
j~max 
where/3j = 1/(p~-Gpj) and max = max(l, i - 2s). We obtain therefore a recurrence formula of 
(2s + 1) terms which reduces to equation (21) if s = 1. Putting G = I and K = A, where A is 
symmetric, then yields the band Lanczos algorithm of Ruhe [16]. 
2. SYMMETRIC  MATRICES 
Three principal methods have been proposed for solving equation (1) for A symmetric which 
give rise to 2-term formulae for the vectors p~: 
No. G h K Names References 
1 A b I cg [1,17-19] 
2 A 2 Ab A -I cr [1,17-19] 
3 A b M -1 pcg e.g., [3,8] 
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The first two, the original conjugate gradient and conjugate residual methods introduced by 
Hestenes and Stiefel in 1952 [1], are both b- and w-stable if A is positive definite but if A is 
indefinite, then Method 2 is only b-stable and Method 1 is only w-stable. Their use for indefinite A
is therefore not recommended. Method 3, the preconditioned conjugate gradient method, is b- 
and w-stable if both A and M are definite. The preconditioning matrix M is chosen to reduce 
the condition number of KG in order to improve the convergence of the method. See [3] or [8] 
for further details. We note also that many other algorithms in this taxonomy may be similarly 
preconditioned by appropriately modifying K but omit specific reference to these in the interests 
of brevity. 
For the three-term formula with A symmetric, the following possibilities arise: 
No. G h K Names References 
4 A b I Nazareth [20-22] 
5 A 2 Ab  A -  i 
6 I A - lb  A SYMMLQ [23-26] 
Methods 4 and 5 are simply straightforward three-term versions of Methods i and 2, but Method 6 
is one for which there is apparently no two-term equivalent. Since G = I, any set of orthogonal 
vectors will do for the vectors pj. The problem lies in calculating Xi+l since equation (7) involves 
gt - Xl - A - lb  and A -x is unknown. A possible solution is to take PI = Ar l ,  where 
r~ = Ax~ - b (28) 
and use an indirect calculation to obtain p~g, in equation (10), see [23,24], but this is apparently 
numerically unsatisfactory, see [26]. If, however, the vectors pj are computed using equation (21), 
we have, from equation (8) and using the appropriate values of G and K, 
AS~ = S~+ITi+I, (29) 
where T~+I is the ( /+ 1) × / leading submatrix of some tridiagonal matrix. Let now Q~+I be the 
orthogonal matrix such that 
where Ui is upper triangular and 0 T is a single row, and define the n x i matrix Yi by 
[Y~ Yi+l ] S T = ~+lQi+r (31) 
Then, from equations (29)-(31), 
AS~ = Y~U~, (32) 
where, since the columns of S~+I are orthogonal, the columns of Y~ are also orthogonal. If we 
now seek to minimise ¢(x) over the manifold 
x = xt + Yiz (33) 
and substitute the appropriate values for G, S~, and gl in equation (7), we obtain, from equa- 
tions (11), (28), and (32), 
X,+l  ~-  X l  - -  Y, (yTy , ) - I  U~_TSiTrl" (34) 
This, in essence, is the Method SYMMLQ of Paige and Saunders [25]. They, however, regard the 
vectors x~ as being merely auxiliary, using them to calculate another sequence of approximations 
to the solution of equation (1) besides detailing many other important computational refinements. 
Their algorithm was first recognised as a minimum-error algorithm by Fletcher [23]. In addition, 
since P~+I is needed to compute Xi+l, it may also be regarded as an implicit "look-ahead" method. 
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3. NONSYMMETRIC  MATRICES 
If A is not symmetric, it is not possible to use Methods 1-6 (above) as they stand. Method 1 
may, however, be applied to the normal equations giving Method 7, and two other variations 
have been proposed: 
No. G h K Names References 
7 ATA ATb I cgne [I,17,18,27] 
8 I A-Ib ATA Craig's method [27] 
9 ZA Zb Z- 1 orthodir [28] 
Despite its being both b- and w-stable, the numerical performance of algorithm 7 is not usually 
satisfactory as the condition number of GK is the square of those for Methods 1-6, often giving 
rise to poor convergence [2]. Similar considerations apply to Craig's method, which apparently 
also suffers from the same disadvantage as Method 6 of needing A-1 in order to compute the 
vectors xi. This, however, is overcome by premultiplying equation (16) by A -T and generating 
not the sequence {p~} but the sequence {qi}, where q~ = A-Tpi,  from which the sequence {x,} 
may readily be obtained. Method 9 is a particular version of the more general method of Young 
and Jea, and only gives rise to a two- or three-term recurrence formula if both Z and ZA are 
symmetric, a somewhat severe requirement. Stability is guaranteed if both these matrices are in 
addition definite. 
Since none of the above methods for nonsymmetric matrices is entirely satisfactory, we are 
forced to consider the case where G has a special form, either 
G- - [  GII 0 G220 ] (35) 
or 
G= G21 
It is then not difficult to show [13,29] that if Wj  is now an 2n x 2 matrix having the form 
Wj  = [W~l WJ 20 ] , j=1 ,2 ,  . . . ,  i, (37) 
then not only does Q~ have the form 
Q i= [ Q01 Qi20 ] ,  (38) 
but 
[U~+l O ] (39) 
Pi+I = 0 Vi+ 1 " 
Equation (14) thus becomes 
T U/+l = QilWi+l,1 (40) 
together with a similar equation for vi+l. 
As in the case of equation (14), it is necessary to choose Wi+l appropriately in order to have 
a viable algorithm, and as before, there are two choices available [13,29]. The first is 
Wj  = KFj ,  (41) 
where 
FJ=[ g~l g j20] (42) 
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and gjl and gj2 are the obvious partitions of the gradient gj as defined by equations (11), (35), 
and (36). K is given either by 
K=[  K l l  0 K22 0 ] (43) 
or 
where K l l ,  K12, K21, and K22 are constant and K = Ni T (see [6] by Hegedus, who first introduced 
this idea). In this case, it can be shown [13,29] that equation (40) becomes 
U~+l = w i+ l ,1  - u ic~ l ,  (45) 
where c~1 is chosen to satisfy either u~(311U~+l = 0 if G is given by (35) or v~(321u~+1 = 0 if (331 
is given by (36). The proof is similar to that used to establish equation (16) and is omitted. A 
similar equation yields V~+l. The choices of (3 and K currently available include the following: 
No. G h K Names References 
,o [o ~:] [;] [o iol bc~ ,~0, 
,1 [o ~:] [:] ['o o] .e~ ,0, 
1~ [~o ~°  AA.I_] [~Tb] [ 0A -T ~1]  bcr [29] 
For these algorithms, just as for algorithms 1 and 2, it can be shown that unless both (3 and K 
are definite then stability cannot be guaranteed and b- and w-stability may be defined as before. 
Of Methods 10-12, Method 10 is the well-known biconjugate gradient algorithm of Lanczos, and 
is readily seen to be neither b- nor w-stable. The method of Hegedus, on the other hand, is w- 
though not b-stable, but Hegedus has given a technique similar to that of Luenberger [31] to deal 
with any instability that may arise. Method 12, although the author has seen no references to it, 
is a reasonably straightforward generalisation f the conjugate residual method (Method 2) and 
is b-stable if A is square and nonsingular. 
The penultimate set of algorithms is obtained by replacing equation (41) by 
Wj  = K(3Pj-1 (46) 
and in this case, it can be shown [13] that 
Ui+I ---- Wi+I,1 -- UiCe i l  - -  Ui-1/3i-1,1, (47) 
where a~l and ~i-1,1 are chosen to satisfy U~_l(3Uui+l = u/T(311ui+l = 0 if (3 is given by (35) 
or v/T 1(321u~+1 -- v~(321ui+l -- 0 if (3 is given by (36). As with Methods 4-6, u0 is null and 
Ul is arbitrary. A similar equation to (47) yields vi+l. The following possibilities have been 
considered: 
No. G h K Names References 
,~ [o ~:1 [;] [o ° ~] ~z  ,~ ,  
14 [/~ /~-r] [b] [0 I 7] Heg3 [6] 
1., [~' 7] r.,,--'-,>l L.,,.- r°J [~ ~T] 
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Method 13 (MRZ) is the three-term version of the biconjugate gradient algorithm (Method 10) 
and seems to have inherited some of the former's tability problems. Methods 14 and 15 are the 
three-term versions of the Hegedus algorithm and the biconjugate r sidual algorithm, respectively, 
and have not, to the author's knowledge, yet been tested. An interesting feature of Method 15 is 
that if A is no longer restricted to be square and is an m x n matrix of rank n (so that A-rA is 
nonsingular), and K12 is taken to be (ATA) - 1A7-, the form of the algorithm is unchanged and it 
may thus be used as it stands to solve the linear least squares problem. Method 14 has the same 
property. Method 16 forms the basis of the QMR algorithm of Freund and Nachtigal. Just as in 
the case of SYMMLQ (Method 6) the problem arises of computing the stationary value of ¢(x) 
as the gradient involves A-1, and a similar solution to that discovered by Paige and Saunders has 
been adopted. Algorithm 17 is believed to be new. It has similar difficulties to those experienced 
by Methods 6 and 16 which may be dealt with similarly. 
Our last remaining methods are, in fact, merely versions of the generalised Lanczos algorithm 
(see equation (21) above). Let, in this equation, G and K be given by equations (35) and (44) 
and let P7 = [ uT~ , v T ], with obvious partitioning. If, for the arbitrary initial vector Pl, vl = 0, 
simple substitution i  equation (21) together with the imposition of conjugacy ields 
Ui+l : K12G22vi - ui-1/3i-1 (48) 
and vi+l = 0 for i even, and 
vi+l = K21Gllu~ - v~-1~-1 (49) 
and ui+l -- 0 for i odd. Similar equations may be derived if, in Pl, ul = 0. This represents a 
generalisation of the well-known Golub-Kahan algorithms (see [29,35]). Two particular versions 
may be identified for solving linear equations. 
No. G h K Names References 
'0 ['0 r .  lul L Tcj [°"oT] Ls , 
Method 18 is yet another version of the new biconjugate residual method [29] while Method 19 
is the algorithm LSQR of Paige and Saunders. As in their other algorithm [25], it is necessary 
to use orthogonal transformations in order to compute the next approximation to the solution 
since the gradient calculation involves the inverse of the coefficient matrix (see Section 2 above). 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have shown that no fewer than nineteen different algorithms of conjugate 
gradient ype may be specified by simply choosing two symmetric matrices G and K, and by 
defining the generators in one of two different ways. We have indicated that one such choice 
leads to two-term (Hestenes-Stiefel) recurrence formulm while the other leads to 3-term (Lanczos) 
ones, and that for the two-term formulae stability is guaranteed if both G and K are definite. In 
addition, four methods believed to be completely new (Methods 12, 15, 17 and 18), have been 
proposed and it has been noted that the second of these algorithms will also solve linear least 
squares problems with the minimum of adjustment. 
Only methods that yield simple two- or three-term recurrence formulee have been included in 
this taxonomy. Thus important methods like GCR [37], GMRES [38], and ORTHOMIN [39] 
have been excluded while ORTHODIR [28] has only been included in its completely symmetrical 
form. The relationship between these and other methods has been discussed fully by Dennis and 
Turner [3] and Ashby et al. [8]. Similarly the method of Sonneveld [40] (the conjugate gradient 
squared algorithm) has been excluded, as have the subsequent methods designed to curb its 
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more erratic behaviour, e.g., BI-CGSTAB [41], QMRCGSTAB, and QMRCGSTAB2 [42]. These 
methods though are unfortunately too recent to have been included in Dennis and Turner's 
survey. 
One interesting by-product of this taxonomy has been the discovery of some new algorithms 
for solving unsymmetric systems and least-squares problems. For the former problem these 
methods are at least partially stable (b-stable) and so share with the methods of Hegedus a 
theoretical advantage over the bcg and related methods. Another (theoretical) advantage shared 
by the Hegedus and biconjugate residual algorithms i related to the underlying Krylov sequence. 
Although we have not considered this aspect of the algorithms here it is not too difficult to show 
(see e.g., [3,8]) that the matrix generating the sequence for the algorithms described above is KG.  
Now it is well known [43] that problems may arise if this generating matrix has eigenvalues with 
large imaginary components so it would appear to be desirable for KG to be symmetric, and 
a glance at the above tables shows that KG is indeed symmetric for both the Hegedus and 
bcr methods while it is not so for the bcg and related methods (Methods 10, 13 and 16). The 
implementation a d testing therefore of the more recent methods is of considerable interest and 
work on this has already begun. Preliminary tests [29] on matrices elected from the Harwell- 
Boeing collection [44] without preconditioning indicate that the residual norm is reduced steadily 
but slowly by the biconjugate residual methods, slowly and erratically by the methods of Hegedus 
and frequently not at all by the method of biconjugate gradients. It is hoped to report in greater 
detail on the comparative numerical performance of these algorithms in due course. 
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